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Summary

Technical Skills

React Js Developer

Experienced React.js Developer with a strong background in building dynamic and 
responsive web applications. Proficient in front-end technologies, I bring expertise 
in crafting efficient and scalable UI components. Proven ability to lead development
teams, ensuring code quality and adherence to best practices. Committed to 
continuous  learning and staying abreast of the latest trends in React.js development.

Experience

JavaScript

Java

98%

98%

Kotlin
98%

ReactJs
90%

React Native
90%

Education
BSCS, Federal Urdu University of 
Arts, Sciences & Technology | 2022

Lead and manage a team of developers, designers, and product managers 
to ensure that projects are delivered on time and within budget.

Develop and implement the application development strategy, aligning it 
with the organization's goals and objectives.

eSpark Consulting Group
HOD - Application development
April 2019 – Present

Start working as a Junior developer and spend my time developing mobile 
applications Learn new things and frameworks of JavaScript
Collaborate with the development team to contribute to the coding and
implementation of mobile applications..
Identify and address mobile app bugs and issues, supporting the maintenance 
of a smooth and error-free user experience.
Conduct thorough testing of mobile applications to identify and resolve usability 
or performance issues, ensuring high-quality and reliable software.

Contribute to code and project documentation to facilitate better understanding 
and maintenance of the mobile app codebase.

Shashee Enterprises
Jr. Mobile Application developer
April 2018 - March 2019

Manage multiple projects simultaneously and develop applications
using variousframeworks,such as React, React Native, Angular, and Vue.js.
Collaborate with cross-functional teams, including business stakeholders 
and product managers, to understand requirements and deliver optimal 
solutions

Stay updated with industry trends and technologies, driving the adoption 
of new tools and methodologies to enhance development processes.

Conduct code reviews, troubleshoot issues, and implement enhancements 
to ensure optimal application performance and user experience.

Organize and manage individual tasks efficiently, contributing to the timely 
delivery of project milestones and meeting deadlines.

90%

98%

Vue Js

Next Js

90%
Nuxt Js

Other Skills

Leadership Skills

Social Media Management 

Communication Skills

Team Word

Demonstrate adaptability and a willingness to take on new challenges, learning from
more experienced team members and contributing to project objectives.
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The mobile application using for breathing exercise with voice guidance.

Tech Stack: React Native.

Yoga App

The mobile application controlling indicator option via sending command to hardware.

Tech Stack: React Native.

Breathekapp 

The mobile application controlling all type of meter reading getting complains add 
new meter connection and so on.
Tech Stack: React Native.

ION-meter

The mobile application helping for exercises and store records in military camps 
without using any network connection.
Tech Stack: React Native.

Fitness Tracker

The mobile application for controlling the RV vans all functions like Battery level 
indication, water tank indication, temperature and humidity indicators.
Tech Stack: React Native.

RV controller

The mobile application using for live streaming with 2 cameras on the same time.

Tech Stack: React Native.

Dual Camera 

The web application making AI models or chat bot or AI apps for selling and using
 user helps.
Tech Stack: Next Js.

Koing 

The mobile application use of this application is for controlling a new born baby 
health updates in digital form.
Tech Stack: React Native.

Incubator

The web application using for full home automations controlling every thing 
automatically via thi web application using only just for clicking, scheduling and 
conditional base.
The web application using for controlling devices automations give commands 
via this web application.

Tech Stack: React JS, Vue JS.

Ezlogic


